Training Offer

2018 - 2019
EXPERTISE IN TRAINING LINKED
TO QUESTIONS OF SECURITY
The European Forum for Urban Security accompanies you in the development and
implementation of your security policies, by way of a specific training programme
adapted to your needs.The Forum builds upon 30 years of work with local and regional
European authorities.
Training by Efus addresses all the themes linked to urban security. Made concrete and
illustrated by a number of examples, training permits the acquiring of new know-how
easily mobilised in a professional environment. It also offers personalised advice via the
expertise and the practices of Efus and its network, with a vision of reinforcing directly
local security and prevention policies.

European Forum for Urban Security
10 rue des Montiboeufs
75020 Paris - France
contact@efus.eu - www.efus.eu

A NETWORK OF
SPECIALIST TRAINERS

Some of the experts to be present at the Efus training:

For 30 years, Efus has been
comprised of a network of experts
with a range of professional profiles
and specialisations in a variety of
sectors (criminology, sociology,
law, police studies, urban
planning, security and technology).
Researchers,
prevention
professionals, or professionals from
local and regional authorities, will
engage with you through sharing
and exchanging their experiences.

Sebastian Denef, researcher at Fraunhofer IAO
Géraldine Guille, in charge of coordinating the National Liaison Officer Network
(NLO) within the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA)
Sohail Husain, specialist consultant in local security and violence reduction

>>

Virginie Malochet, sociologist and researcher at the Ile-de-France Institute of
Planning and Development

Gian Guido Nobili, director of the department of urban security and the
prevention of criminality in the region of Emilia Romagna (Italy)
Götz Nordbruch, co-founder of the NGO ufuq.de

TRAINING FOR A
DIVERSITY OF ACTORS

Efus trains:
Local elected representatives and municipal
officials in charge of prevention
State civil servants (National Police or
Gendarmerie, Justice, Prefect of Equal
Exchange ...)
Professionals in security and urban life
(educations, youth, social and urban
development, housing, transportation)
magistrates and police
private security and surveillance professions
members of civil society
coordinators of local crime prevention councils
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Questions of security are becoming increasingly important in
local public policies. Whereas they previously fell under the almost
exclusive competence of prevention and safety services, they are
today more transversal and involve many actors. A wide range of
professionals must therefore adapt their practices and acquire
new knowledge and skills.

OUR TRAINING OFFER

Design and pilot a
prevention strategy

1.1 Design and pilot a local policy regarding the prevention of crime as well as
animating partners

1.2 Develop and deploy a communication strategy on security
1.3 Acquire the fundamentals of crime prevention and security
1.4 Crisis management: prevent, master and communicate
1.5 Define and implement a local police employment policy
1.6 Strengthen relations between the police and the public
1.7 Know the smart cities and new technologies in the service of urban security: big
data, social networks, video surveillance
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VARIED AND INNOVATIVE
TRAINING METHODS

Efus proposes diverse training methods to you:

>> I

N SITU TRAINING

>>>>D

- University diploma in Urban
Security, French Forum for Urban Security,
University of Versailles- Saint-Quentin-enYvelines

The Forum team and experts will get
involved directly with your institution for madeto-measure training.
Format: conferences, round tables, debates and
participatory exercices
Duration:1 to 5 days

>>>>S

TUDY VISITS

IPLOMA TRAINING

- Executive European Masters in Urban Security/
Master of Politics and Security, honours: Europe
of Urban Security, Efus, E-learning

>>>>E

Organised study visits, in Europe,
by demand, to encourage field observation and
exchange, to discover a global system or precise
project on the ground, to exchange with local
actors and to benefit from the experience.

LEARNING TRAINING

- e-learning awareness and
introduction to a theme
- e-learning training more complete
Format: platform of resources online

OUR TRAINING OFFER
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Devise prevention policies
according to places

Adapt public prevention
policies and specific themes
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3.1
Prevent discriminatory violence 3.2
Prevent violent radicalisation

2.1

The city at night: adapt prevention systems

2.2

Internet, social media and digital space: develop prevention
policies to protect citizens

To understand the role, issues and strategy of
local authorities in preventing recidivism

3.3

2.3

Public space: integrate security and prevention into its
management, its seeing out and its organisation

Prevent violence towards women

3.4

Establish victim aid policies

3.5

2.4

Security and transport: lead a policy of effective security in
stations, public transport and during individual journeys

Prevent gang violence

2.5
2.6

Security and Tourism: design concerted local policies
Big events: adjust security policies

2.7 Use sport as a prevention tool

3.6
Prevent crime and supporting parenthood: 3.7
towards a co-education policy
Develop or strengthen local
policies aimed at the elderly

3.8.
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About the European Forum for Urban Security (Efus)

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Created in 1987 in Barcelona, under

the auspices of the
Council of Europe, the European Forum for Urban Security
(Efus) is the only European network of local and regional
authorities dedicated to urban security. It brings together
nearly 250 cities and regions from 16 countries with the
objective of:
> Promoting a balanced vision of urban safety, combining
prevention, punishment and social cohesion;
> Supporting local communities in the design, deployment
and evaluation of their local security policy;
> To recognize the role of local authorities in the development
and implementation of national and European policies.
With a network of experts from universities, institutions and
NGOs, Efus works on all topics related to urban safety and
the prevention of delinquency. Its expertise and influence are
recognized both at European and international level.

For all questions regarding this information and to obtain the
full description of training and site visits, please visit our page
www.efus.eu/ ou write to us at contact@efus.eu

efus.page
european-forum-for-urban-security-efusefusnews
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